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advertisement and shipment fees overseas. This argument,
known as “self-selection theory” (Melitz, 2003; Bernard
1. Introduction
and Jensen, 2004), is supported by a large body of
theoretical and empirical evidence. On the other hand,
Globalization produces both winners and losers. For
“learning-by-exporting theory” (Marin, 1992; Ben-David,
example, computer manufacturing and related industries,
1993) argues that exports promote productivity growth.
such as electronic commerce services, or website hosting
Export-market participation encourages access to more
and software design, expanded during the late 20th
information, state-of-the-art technology, and better
century while other businesses such as manufacturers of
competition strategies and therefore greatly promotes
primary products declined.
industrial progress. Learning-by-exporting theory has so
For a long time, economists have been trying to
far encountered both positive and negative evidence. Studies
attribute these different growth outcomes to exporting
based on manufacturers in Indonesia (Blalock and Gertler,
activities. Old trade theory (e.g., the Heckscher-Ohlin
2004; Amiti and Konings, 2007), the UK (Girma et al.,
model) focuses on comparative-advantage-driven trade
2003, 2004), and Chile (Alvarez and López, 2005) have
between countries and excludes intra-industry trade for
found significant production improvement after their
simplicity; new trade theory (e.g., Helpman and Krugman,
entry into the export market. However, Clerides et al. (1998)
1985) focuses on preference for variety and increasing
use plant-level data from Mexico, Columbia, and Morocco
returns to scale, and does not consider differences across
but find no evidence that firms’ costs can be reduced by
firms. Recently, the problem of heterogeneity has been
exporting behaviors. Negative evidence against learningfrequently discussed. Generally, there are two classes of
by-exporting was also found among Swedish manufacturers
heterogeneous-firm theories: one was proposed by
(Greenaway et al., 2005).
Bernard et al. (2003), who integrated firm productivity
People have been trying to resolve the conflicting
into a multi-country Ricardian model; the other was
evidence on learning-by-exporting theory (Haidar 2012).
developed by Melitz (2003), who introduced
Using Canadian plant-level data, Lileeva et al. (2010) find
heterogeneous productivity into Krugman’s (1980) model.
that the learning effect occurs only when tariffs are cut to
These theories explain how exports and productivity
promote exports. Baldwin and Robert-Nicoud (2008) come
growth are related and how resources are reallocated
up with a combined conclusion: trade liberalization
across heterogeneous producers.
improves industry productivity but it has an ambiguous
The positive correlation between exports and
effect on the productivity growth rate. It may even slow
productivity growth has been well documented. On the
down industry growth by raising the expected innovation
one hand, high productivity is commonly regarded as the
cost. Besides, many recent studies (Verhoogen, 2004;
reason behind firms’ export capability. Only when a firm
Costantini and Melitz, 2007; Aw et al., 2008; Bustos, 2011;
is productive enough can it afford the expensive
Wu, 2013a,b)
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suggest that learning-by-exporting becomes possible
through sufficiently high innovation investment.
This paper is motivated by the empirical evidence that
export behavior exhibits asymmetric pattern. I then
investigate how asymmetric exports influence an
industry’s structure. Similar methods have also been used
in Burstein and Vogel (2009) to study resource
reallocation among industries or even countries. This
paper’s main contribution is to introduce heterogeneous
exports into the Melitz model and study how they lead to
different growth paths. In traditional trade models, e.g.,
Krugman’s theory, an open economy in two countries
simply doubles an autarky; what happens to the home
country mirrors the situation in the foreign country. An
asymmetric market demand, on the contrary, explains the
reality better. Furthermore, it successfully explains the
mixed evidence for learning-by-exporting theory through
innovation investment. Only those industries paying high
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enough for innovation can exhibit significant learning
effects. This finding is consistent with the empirical
evidence among US manufacturing industries.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 explains the motivation. Section 3 presents an
open economy model with asymmetric demand. Section 4
introduces the innovation consideration and provides the
main results. Section 5 empirically examines the finding
raised by section 4.Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Motivation
I start from presenting the stylized facts about
asymmetric demand—in other words, how industrial
products are distributed unevenly between the domestic and
foreign markets.

Figure 1. Comparison between US Domestic and Foreign Shipment Shares

Figure 1 is based on inputs from the Center for
International Data at UC Davis and US Census’s record of
manufacturers’ shipments, inventories, and orders. The
figure compares domestic and export shipments across
industries. The vertical axis measures the shares. The
horizontal axis lists 14 US manufacturing industries. The
majority of industrial shipments still flow into the
domestic market. Even for the transportation-equipment
industry, which has the highest export shipment share,

Next I build a model to explain how exports can affect
industrial structure. The model is an extension of
Melitz’s2003 framework. Only homogeneous labor is
used in production.

over 80% of its products were sold domestically.

The measure i represents all the available mass of

Exporting behavior is still considerably rare. Furthermore,
industries show very different export shares; e.g. electrical,
industrial, or transportation equipment producers export
much more than food and paper producers do. Compared
with producers of primary materials, high-tech

productivity for industry i. The preference is then
constructed by a constant elasticity of substitution (CES)
utility function:

manufacturers can sell much more products overseas.
Asymmetric demand does exist between domestic and

3.1. Demand
We considerm industries, each indicated by
i  1,..., m ; industry i has a continuum of goods   i .

1


Qi    qi   d 

 i

(1)
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foreign markets.

3. Model
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where these goods are substitutes for each other and
0<<1, with an elasticity of substitution across industrial
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 1 . This aggregator is associated with a
1  
price aggregator
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Before entry, firms are all identical. For a sunk initial
investment, a firm gets a productivity . The sunk cost F
is a fixed entry cost. Both revenue and profit are functions
of productivity. Once its  is revealed, the firm may
decide whether to enter and export.





(2)

3.3. Equilibrium under Autarky



i

As originally shown by Dixit and Stiglitz (1977), the
aggregators of preference and price across all industries
are
1

’sare randomly drawn from g   . Let  a

The 

represent the productivity threshold for market entry,
where the firm is indifferent between whether to enter or
not. At this threshold, the profit is expected to be zero, and
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Let us define the average aggregate productivity level
in i under an autarky circumstance as

Here, the elasticity of substitution across industries is
1
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Following Melitz (2003), firms determine whether they
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production function is qi     li    f   , where each
firm has a heterogeneous productivity level . Once a firm
enters the market and starts production, it needs to pay a
fixed cost f. Productivity  is drawn randomly from a
common Pareto probability distribution function
g()
defined over (0, ) with a continuous cumulative

1
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3.2. Production
A continuum of firms choose to produce a product
variety ω acting as monopolistic competitorsagainst each
other. With the index of productivity  in industry i, their





 ia 

K

 


should enter the market based on two conditions. The fist
is a zero-cutoff-point condition (ZCP):

1

Qit






1





The second is a free-entry (FE) condition on the zero
expected entry value ve :






ve  1  G ia     t   ia   F  0
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1  G ia 

Here, is the discount rate. As proved by Melitz (2003),
only when a firm is productive enough can it enter the
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distribution G    1 

  L 

. Meanwhile, following



  
Krugman (1979), this production function leads to the
pricing rule
p i  

w

(7)
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if and only if



1    F
f



k
1  

and

, and only a firm with a productivity

1  
above this threshold can enter the market and start to
produce. The proof is in Appendix B.1.

3.4.

Open

Economy

with

Asymmetric

Demand

and its profit is
f

industry. In each industry i, there exists a market entry

k

Since labor is homogeneous with no high-and low-skill
distinction, the wage rate w is hereafter normalized to 1.
The revenue of a firm in industry i is

54

(9)

If 0<<1, then the industrial products are substitutes; if < 0,
they are complements.

Assume that all the industries are export capable. As
long as its productivity satisfies a certain condition, a firm
can export. The foreign country has different preferences
towards different industries. Specifically, the foreign
demand is q*i  i qi .
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A preference coefficient i is introduced. A non-unit i
indicates asymmetric demand between different markets;
foreign buyers show specific preferences for each industry
i. A bigger i indicates that industry i’s products are
preferred in the export market; therefore, i is capable of
exporting more.
A firm can start exporting only after it has already
entered the domestic market. To export, firms not only
face a per-unit cost (tariffs, transportation fees) but an
initial fixed cost as well. The per-unit cost of each good is
modeled according to the standard iceberg cost; in order
that 1 unit of a product should arrive at the destination,  >
1 units of the product must be shipped. Thus,

55

ie

Corollary 1:


,
i

i

i

threshold can export.
On the export market, the production function for goods





demanded by the foreign country is q*i  l *i    fx  .

ix
0
i

If an industry is capable of exporting more, its
productivity threshold for domestic-market entry will also
be higher. Meanwhile, its export-market entry threshold
will be lower. Firms now face a higher standard to enter
the market and start production. However, the productivity
requirement for them to start exporting is lower.
Consequently, the proportion of exporting firms will rise.
Furthermore, I use the weighted average productivity as
an industry’s aggregate productivity:
1



p*     p   . Exporting firms also need to pay a
fixed export-market entry cost fx. The export market, too,
has a productivity threshold, and only firms above this

0
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Since only those firms that have successfully entered
the domestic market are considered active, this aggregator
depends only on the domestic-market entry threshold.

A firm’s export revenue is

4. Innovation and Learning-by-Exporting

*
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(15)

i

and labor used on export production is
q*  
l *    i
f



i

(16)
x

Therefore, the export profit is

i *    ir *   i l *    1   i r *   x

(17)

f
Similar to the autarky case, there is a domestic-market

entry threshold ie , and only a firm above this threshold
can enter the market. To determine ie , we also need two
equilibrium conditions. Now, the ZCP condition for

Based on the above static analysis of an open economy,
I investigate the market structure of an industry. Next, I
consider innovation. With increasing production and
growth, manufacturers now have more opportunities to
identify better strategies and advanced techniques.
Moreover, they can develop better ideas on how to
implement productivity-enhancing innovation.
Assume that in industry i, each firm can increase its
current productivity from φ to    

fixed R&D cost i . A firm not paying this cost will just
keep its old productivity. With  as the discount rate, a
Bellman equation can be built:
V    max V
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1 G ix 
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(18)

ix

while the FE condition is the same as in the autarky case:

by paying a

1



market entry is

i

Effect

  , V

 

innovate

 max   ,     EV   ,    ,     EV    

(22)

 

where   i ,  , f , f x ,  ,  ,  ,  L  . A firm makes its
optimal decision according to its current given .
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Proposition 1: Only when a firm is productive enough
can it export. There exists a productivity threshold for
domestic-market entry, ie  ia , and only a firm above
this threshold can enter the domestic market and start
production. There also exists a productivity threshold for
export-market entry, ix , and only a firm above this

Proposition 2: The R&D input i determines which firms
can innovate in each industry. If i     1 f , all
firms



is a unique cutoff productivity in  ie , ix  so that
all
the exporting firms, as well as those domestic firms with
  in , ix , will innovate. If innovation costs



1   1  ,

     1

If and only if

x

f

i

x

 i , the market is partitioned as
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i


productivity
* 

f



will innovate. If    1 f  i     1 f x 1  i 1 , there

f
threshold can enter the export-market and start exporting.
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in

. Only those exporting firms with
ix

*

  in will innovate.

ix  ie , and

Last but not least, I examine how exports influence the
aggregate productivity growth of an industry. For

1
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(20)
simplification, I focus on the growth rate  i   1 :
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i 

i
i

more than $8 billion 3. They are included in group 1, group
2, and group 3, respectively.
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Table 1. Learning-by-Exporting Effect among US Manufacturing
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Corollary 2: The R&D input i determines when
learning-by-exporting

really
takes
effect.
If

i     1 f x 1  i 1 , i  0 . Industrial productivity
i





growth does not depend on exports. However, if

i     1 f x 1  i 1 , i  0 ; more exports can
i





increase productivity growth. Only with sufficiently high
innovation expenditure can an industry effectively
increase its productivity growth through rising exports.
To sum up, exports and productivity influence each
other. On the one hand, only more productive firms in a

independent
variable

5. Empirical Evidence on Relationship
between Export, Productivity Level, and
Growth Rate
Next I empirically examine the learning-by-exporting
effect among the observed US industries. In Wu (2013a),
using industry-level data of US manufacturers from 2005
to 2009, the learning-by-exporting effect is found to exist
only when the industry’s R&D employment ratio is higher
than 6%; or its company-performed R&D funds should be
at least 5%.Here I will examine whether this finding can
also be supported by even earlier data. I use US export
data from Feenstra (1997). The five-factor total-factorproductivity (TFP5 2) indicates industrial productivity; the
information is based on the CES Manufacturing Industry
Database (Bartelsman, Becker, and Gray 2000). I further
divide the industries into different groups according to
their innovation inputs, using data from National Science
Foundation statistics, a summary dataset for R&D

(1)
OLS

(2)
2SLS

remarks
N.Obs
Effect of exports
on industrial
all
0.34
0.43
433
productivity
groups
(0.11)
(0.38)
(TFP)
R&D
group
1.52
-6.06
expenditure <
137
1
(2.24) (14.37)
productivity
$0.5 billion
$0.5 billion <
growth
R&D
group
-0.28
-0.85
157
expenditure <
2
(0.58)
(4.67)
$2 billion
R&D
group
0.37***
0.41*
139
expenditure >
3
(0.10)
(0.21)
$8 billion
Notes: Ei is measured in $1011. Standard errors are reported in the
parentheses.
*** Significant at or less than 1%.
** Significant at or less than 5%.
* Significant at or less than 10%.

The results are shown in Table 1. To be specific, it
reports all the  s within
DTFP5i  Ei    i

certain industry can manage to export. On the other hand,
exports positively impact industrial productivity growth;
however, this impact depends on innovation expenditure.
Only when an industry sufficiently pays for innovation
can it effectively learn from exporting.

pooled
sample

(24)

performing companies in selected manufacturing and diverse
nonmanufacturing industries: 1993 - 94. I divide the
observed 433 manufacturing industries into three groups
according to funds allocated to company- performed
R&D: industries that spent less than $0.5
billion, more than $0.5 billion but less than $2 billion, and
2

TFP5 is based on a five-factor production function: capital (K),
production worker hours (N), non-production worker hours (L), non-
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in the lower panel. DTFP5 is the annual growth rate of
TFP5. Ei indicates the exports per deflated shipment for
each industry i. Column (1) reports all the OLS estimation
results. If we do not consider R&D expenditure, exports
significantly increase productivity levels but show no such
impact on the productivity growth rate. In other words, the
learning-by-exporting effect is not robust. However, after
I group those industries, significant learning-by-exporting
effect isfound only among those US manufacturing
industries spending more than $8 billion on R&D. Only in
group 3, within those industries spending the most for
their R&D activities, can we observe that more exports
significantly accelerate productivity growth.
To remove potential endogeneity, I also use two-stage
least-stage estimation (2SLS). The results are shown in
Column (2) of Table 1. Tariff rates and deflated material
costs are used as instrumental variables. I find the same
energy materials (M), and energy (E).
{K, N, L, M, E}. Q is the real output,
and

Yn is the real input of n.

TFP5  Q   n anYn , n ∈

n

is factor n’s share in revenue,

58

results; only those industries with over $8 billion R&D
expenditure show significant learning-by-exporting effects.

6. Conclusion
Constructing an extended Melitz model with
asymmetric demand, I study how exports can influence
the market structure and industrial productivity growth. It
turns out that if an industry has a higher export demand,
its firms will face a higher market entry standard but a lower
export threshold. Furthermore, the learning-by- exporting
effect depends on innovation expenditure. If this
expenditure is sufficiently high, the industry will grow
faster as it exports more. Otherwise, no significant learningby-exporting effects can be observed.
Of course, there remain interesting extensions. For
instance, this paper treats the home country as a small
3

Interestingly, the data show a big gap in R&D expenditure between $2
billion and $8 billion. No industries were found to spend between $2
billion and $8 billion on their R&D activities in 1994.
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economy by assuming the foreign demand to be given.
Empirical support from small economies, e.g., Mexico,
should be more convincing. To explain empirical evidence
from US industries, a two-country model should be
considered. In addition, one could extend the model by
explicitly incorporating factor pricing. For simplicity, this
paper assumes a unit wage. However, a varying wage
would allow us to study its influence on firm- and
industry-level growth, as well as the impacts of labor
immigration and wage policies.

[21] Melitz, M.,“The Impact of Trade on Intra-Industry Reallocations and
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economy
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pd  1  G e conditional on which the probability of
1 G  x 
exporting p x 
. Next we need to solve the
1  G e 
equation j  a 

1 F
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Specifically,
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The left hand side (LHS) of the equation is

Therefore a e 

exists. As for e   x , it is

a

monotonically decreasing and right hand side (RHS) is

consistent with the timing assumption. Only those firms

constant. What's more, in order to keep  always being

who have entered the market can have the chance to
update; there is no firms exporting to the foreign market
while not producing domestically.

finite, we need
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B.2: Proposition 1
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Based on the new ZCP condition and old FE condition,
in order to find ie we will need to solve
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the innovation decision

Bellman equation is
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The LHS is decreasing with respect to e , since
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B.4: Proposition 2
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At   n , we have

There
de

 x

 x e

is only one e existing. At e the LHS will meet with
the
RHS, which is a horizontal line, still from the above but in
a higher position compared to the autarky case in B.1.
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F2

 0 , F2 x      1 f x 1   1    0 ,

F1 e     1 f    0
,

F1 ix      1 f x  1    0
.

n 
x

; no cutoff

productivity n  e ,  x  exists for domestic firms,
non of them will innovate.
For exporting firms, the innovation decision Bellman

Since

n*



n

x

F2      , thus a unique cutoff productivity  *  

exists for exporting firms.

   1 f       1 f x 1   1 
n

If
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equation is
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. All the exporting firms
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innovate because the cost is low. Meanwhile, F1  e   0 ,
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F1  x   0 ; still, F1 is increasing with n , thus a unique
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n  e and n   x . All the firms will innovate.
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